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Executive Summary

Deliverable D1.2 �Report on Initial Implementation of Proof Library, includ-
ing Initial Contract Speci�cation Language Implementation�, due at Month
18 of the TeamPlay project, re�ects on the work carried out in Period 2 for
WP1 on �Energy-, Time- and Security-Aware Contracts�. In WP1, we will
provide and develop new mechanisms to capture energy, timing and security
information in the form of veri�able formal contracts on energy and time us-
age and on security levels that can be associated directly with the program
source code. In e�ect, this will provide the programmer with �rst-class
energy, time and security information. The contracts are able to capture
worst-case, best-case and average-case energy and time information, as well
as security level and possibly other resource properties.

This deliverable reports on progress made on the Contract Speci�cation
Language (CSL) framework, including: the introduction of new annotations;
a re�ned design of the contract system; an extension to the implementation of
the contract system in the dependently typed programming language, Idris;
and a description of how the CSL framework integrates with other tools in
the TeamPlay toolchain.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In deliverable D1.1 �Report on Code-Level Contracts for Energy, Time and
Security�, we introduced a new framework, the Contract Speci�cation Lan-
guage (CSL), an Embedded Domain-Speci�c Language (EDSL) that allows
the capture of energy, time, and security information as �rst-class citizens of
the language. In addition to capturing energy, time, and security informa-
tion of a structure in C source code, CSL allows the programmer to write
an assertion that can be proven using that information. This assertion is
passed to an underlying certi�cate system, which guarantees that the asser-
tion can hold (for a given context). In this deliverable, we re�ne and extend
this framework to better capture energy, time, and security properties, to
improve the use of this information as a �rst-class citizen, and to integrate
with other tools within the TeamPlay toolchain.

1.1 Objectives

1. To build a library of generic, formal, and machine-checkable proofs
of energy, time, and security requirements to be integrated into the
declarative Contract Speci�cation Language (CSL). [T1.2]

In this deliverable we report on the design (Section 2.1) and imple-
mentation (Chapter 3) of a preliminary library of mechanically prov-
able assertions. All assertions in the model can be encoded in and be
derived from CSL assertions.

2. To investigate how proofs of complex energy, timing, and security prop-
erties can be constructed automatically by a domain-speci�c decision
procedure. [T1.2]

The design of the model reported in this deliverable represents an ex-
tension of the model described in deliverable D1.1 �Report on Code-
Level Contracts for Energy, Time and Security�. The model reported
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herein is strictly more expressive than that reported in D1.1. Exten-
sions to the assertion language have been guided by experiments on
a subset of the BEEBs benchmarks [PHB13a] in conjunction with the
use of algorithmic complexity information.

3. To provide an implementation of the CSL that will combine the contract
primitives of the �rst period into a concrete, veri�able, and e�cient
implementations. [T1.3]

This deliverable reports on the design and implementation of CSL an-
notations (Section 2.2) and Resource-usage Estimate Expression Lan-
guage (REEL) (Chapter 5), an intermediate representation that facili-
tates communication between CSL and the underlying compiling level.
Both CSL and REEL are implemented as C header �les.

4. To integrate with the coordination mechanisms and analyses from WP2
and WP4. [T1.3]

Chapters 2 and 4 in this deliverable report on both CSL annotations
for time, energy, and security properties (WP3, Section 2.2), and the
coordination level (WP2, Section 4.1.1) and the Non-Functional Prop-
erties (NFP) �le (WP3, Section 4.1.2).

1.2 Di�erences to D1.1

This deliverable extends deliverable D1.1 �Report on Code-Level Contracts
for Energy, Time and Security� in a number of ways.

1. We have completed and extended the Idris model (partial) implemen-
tation.

2. We have introduced and de�ned the Non-Functional Properties �le as
a means of integration between both coordination and compiler layers.
This represents a re�nement of the CSV format suggested in D1.1.

3. We have re�ned and simpli�ed the model design and shown an exam-
ple using an implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm from the BEEBs
benchmark suite.

4. We have re�ned the CSL annotations, introducing new security and
pro�ling annotations.

5. We have extended the assertion language in our model with logarithms
and exponentiations.

6. We have introduced the Resource-usage Estimate Expression Language
(REEL) as an intermediate language between the level of CSL and the
underlying compiler.
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Chapter 2

Model Design and the Contract
Speci�cation Language

This chapter describes the current design of the Contract Speci�cation Lan-
guage (CSL) and the underlying model, and builds upon preliminary work
in deliverable D1.1 �Report on Code-Level Contracts for Energy, Time and
Security�. In Section 2.1, we describe the semantics for an updated model
design. This represents an extension of the expression language with ad-
ditional operations (logarithm and exponentiation) and a simpli�cation of
the original design, retaining only those features of the modelled program
that are used to determine whether assertions hold. Whilst Section 2.1 de-
scribes an extension to the assertion language, CSL assertion statements
have not otherwise changed from their de�nition in deliverable D1.1 �Report
on Code-Level Contracts for Energy, Time and Security�. In Section 2.2,
we describe the design and syntax of CSL. This represents an introduction
of both new annotations for security analyses, including for side-channel at-
tacks and fault injection (Section 2.2.2), and new pro�ling annotations to
better facilitate the use of variables used in capture annotations as �rst-class
citizens (Section 2.2.3).

2.1 Model Design

In order to determine the validity of the CSL assertions within a given CSL-
annotated C �le, p, we derive a model of p.

De�nition 2.1.1 (Model). Let the pair (Γ(Ap,q), Ap) :
∏

p:P
∏

q:Q(p)C(p, q)×
A(p) be a model of some annotated source �le, p, given some measurements
set, q, for p.

Here, Γ(Ap,q) is the context for a given set of assertions, Ap, in p, and a set
of measurements, q. The measurements set is generated by, inter alia, the
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P = Type of annotated programs∏
p:PQ(p) = Type of measurements sets∏
p:PA(p) = Type of assertions∏

p:P
∏

q:Q(p)C(p, q) = Type of contexts
Vp = FV(Ap), for some Ap :

∏
p:PA(p)

Figure 2.1: Key to Types

WCC compiler and comprises ETS measurements taken for p on a speci�c
architecture and for a speci�c (compilation) con�guration.

Values range over the types given in Figure 2.1. We use the standard de-
pendent function (Π-type) notation [MLS84]; e.g. vectors in Idris (Vect n a)
would be de�ned

∏
A:Type

∏
a:A

∏
n:N Vect(n, a). This makes the (implicit)

type variables a, A, and n explicit, and helps to distinguish between design
(Section 2.1) and implementation (Chapter 3). We express types using un-
curried function application notation, e.g.

∏
p:PA(p), and subscript notation

for indexing over (sets of) values, e.g. Ap.

De�nition 2.1.2 (Assertion Set, Ap). Let Ap :
∏

p:PA(p) be a �nite set of
expressions such that there exists a bijective mapping between Ap and the
set of all CSL assertion statements in p.

Assertion statements are de�ned by an expression language.

De�nition 2.1.3 (Grammar for assertion statements, Exp).

n, n1, n2 ∈ N ::= Natural Numbers

x ∈ V ::= Variables

a, a1, a2 : AExp ::= N | V | (a1 + a2) | (a1 − a2)
| (a1 × a2) | aa21 | (log2 a)

e, e1, e2 : Exp ::= (a1 ≤ a2) | (a1 = a2) | (¬e)
| (e1 ∧ e2) | (e1 ∨ e2)

Here, AExp is the type of arithmetic (or numeric) expressions; comprising:
natural numbers, variables, addition, subtraction, multiplication, exponen-
tiation, and the truncated logarithm of base 2. Similarly, Exp is the type
of boolean expressions; comprising: conjunction, disjunction, inequalities,
equality, and logical negation. Variables are unique, and are substituted for
natural numbers only. All variables are free in a given assertion. A context,
Γ(Ap,q), is a mapping of variables to values for some p and q.

De�nition 2.1.4 (Context, Γ(Ap,q)). Let Γ(Ap,q) :
∏

p:P
∏

q:Q(p)C(p, q) be a
mapping between Vp and N s.t. ∀x ∈ Vp, ∃n ∈ N, Γ(Ap,q)(x) = n, where
Γ(Ap,q)(x) = n is denotes a rei�cation of some variable x to some natural
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number n, and given an assertion set, Ap, and a measurements set, q, for
some annotated program, p.

Truth values of assertions within a model, (Γ(Ap,q), Ap), of the CSL-annotated
program, p, are determined using semantic functions.

De�nition 2.1.5 (Semantic function for Arithmetic Operations, AExp). Let
A : ((V→ N)×AExp→ Z) be the semantic function for arithmetic (numeric)
operations, AExp.

A(s, JnK) = n
A(s, JxK) = s(x)

A(s, J(a1 + a2)K) = A(s, Ja1K) +A(s, Ja2K)
A(s, J(a1 − a2)K) = A(s, Ja1K)−A(s, Ja2K)
A(s, J(a1 × a2)K) = A(s, Ja1K) · A(s, Ja2K)
A(s, J(log2 a)K) = blog2c A(s, JaK)
A(s, Jaa21 K) = A(s, Ja1K)A(s,Ja2K)

Where (+), (−), (·), nn2
1 , and blog2c, are the standard addition, subtraction,

multiplication, exponentiation, and truncated logarithm operations over nat-
ural numbers.

De�nition 2.1.6 (Semantic function for assertions, E). Let E : ((V →
N)× Exp→ B) be the semantic function for assertions, Exp.

E(s, Ja1 ≤ a2K) = A(s, Ja1K) ≤ A(s, Ja2K)
E(s, Ja1 = a2K) = A(s, Ja1K) = A(s, Ja2K)

E(s, J¬eK) = ¬E(s, JeK)
E(s, Je1 ∧ e2K) = E(s, Je1K) ∧ E(s, Je2K)
E(s, Je1 ∨ e2K) = E(s, Je1K) ∨ E(s, Je2K)

Where = and ≤ are the standard equality and less-than-or-equal operators
over integers; and ¬, ∧, and ∨ are the standard boolean negation, conjunc-
tion, and disjunction operators.

In order to simplify our presentation, we will confuse the type of contexts,∏
p:P

∏
q:Q(p)C(p, q), for the function type mapping variables to values, (V→

N).

Example 2.1.7 (Dijkstra). Consider the implementation of Dijkstra's al-
gorithm in the BEEBs benchmarks that uses an adjacency matrix and a
priority queue [PHB13a].

Listing 2.1: Dijkstra C example, showing annotations in CSL
1 double time_spent, comparison_time;

2 ...

3 int dijkstra(int G[NUM_NODES][NUM_NODES], int chStart, int chEnd)
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4 {

5 ...

6 int comparison_time, time_spent;

7 while (qcount() > 0)

8 {

9 QITEM *tmp = dequeue (&iNode, &iDist, &iPrev);

10 if(tmp != 0)

11 free(tmp);

12 __csl_time_worst_iter(&comparison_time);

13 for (i = 0; i < NUM_NODES; i++)

14 {

15 iCost = G[iNode][i];

16 if (iCost != 0)

17 {

18 if ((NONE == rgnNodes[i].iDist) ||

19 (rgnNodes[i].iDist > (iCost + iDist)))

20 {

21 rgnNodes[i].iDist = iDist + iCost;

22 rgnNodes[i].iPrev = iNode;

23 enqueue (i, iDist + iCost, iNode);

24 }

25 }

26 }

27 }

28 ..

29 }

30 ...

31 __csl_time_worst(&time_spent);

32 output[output_count] = dijkstra(G,0,NUM_NODES-1);

33 ...

34 __csl_assert(time_spent <= ((power NUM_NODES 2) + (NUM_NODES + EDGES) * log

(cont.)(NUM_NODES)) * comparison_time);

35 ...

Here, time_spent and comparison_time are variables that capture timing in-
formation via the annotations on Lines 12 and 31. For Listing 2.1, p may
be modelled by the singleton assertion set Ap = {t ≤ ((v2) + (((e + v) ×
log v) × c))}. We alpha-rename the variables in the original assertion to
simplify notation: time_spent becomes t; NUM_NODES becomes v; EDGES be-
comes e; and comparison_time becomes c. The context, Γ(Ap,q), is de�ned
s.t. Γ(Ap,q)(v) = 10 and Γ(Ap,q)(e) = 49 (from p), and Γ(Ap,q)(t) = 80 and
Γ(Ap,q)(c) = 2 (from q).

2.2 Expressing Non-Functional Properties in CSL

The Contract Speci�cation Language (CSL) is an Embedded Domain Speci�c
Language (EDSL), allowing the programmer to annotate their source code in
order to reason about non-functional properties as �rst-class citizens. CSL is
both comprehensible to the programmer, and precise and detailed enough to
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support the required compiler optimisations and transformations. Therefore,
CSL allows suitable annotations to be integrated into the program source,
making it possible for the programmer and compiler to understand and rea-
son about, e.g., energy, time, and security properties of the program. In
Section 2.2.1 we describe the syntax for annotations that capture time and
energy information. In Section 2.2.2 we describe annotations for capturing
security properties. Finally, in Section 2.2.3 we describe annotations for pro-
�ling statements that will not be executed at runtime in order to facilitate
the use of time, energy, and security values captured in variables as �rst-class
citizens.

2.2.1 Expressing Time and Energy Properties

In order to express properties of time and energy, the programmer is required
to annotate the source code with CSL annotations that make time and/or
energy values available.

Listing 2.2: CSL time annotations
1 __csl_time_worst(&variable);

2 stmt1;

3
4 __csl_time_average(&variable);

5 stmt2;

6
7 __csl_time_best(&variable);

8 stmt3;

Listing 2.2 shows the CSL annotations for assigning time values for a given
statement, where annotations are de�ned as functions. These fall into three
di�erent aspects: worst-case (Line 1), best-case (Line 7), and average-case
(Line 4) execution time. Each CSL annotation acts like a normal C function,
where the parameter is a variable that is in scope. Each annotation must be
placed before a regular C statement. Semantically, the annotation provides
a measurement for the non-functional metric of the proceeding statement.
Intuitively, this is equivalent to an assignment.

Listing 2.3: CSL time example
1 double loop_time;

2
3 __csl_time_worst(&loop_time);

4 for(int i =0; i < BOUND; i++){

5 f(i);

6 }

For example, in Listing 2.3, the for-loop (Lines 4�6) is annotated with
__csl_time_worst(&loop_time) (Line 3) in order to obtain its worst-case ex-
ecution time measurement. This value is stored in the variable, loop_time,
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which is passed by reference. The __csl_time_worst annotation will update
the variable loop_time with the value of the metric measured.

Listing 2.4: CSL energy annotations

1 __csl_energy_worst(&variable);

2 stmt4;

3
4 __csl_energy_average(&variable);

5 stmt5;

6
7 __csl_energy_best(&variable);

8 stmt6;

Capturing energy measurements behaves in a very similar manner to
capturing time measurements. Listing 2.4 shows the CSL annotations for
assigning energy values. Similar to the time annotations of Listing 2.2, there
are three possible annotations for energy: worst-case (Line 1), average-case
(Line 4), and best-case (Line 7). These energy annotations also directly
precede a C statement, capturing the measured energy measurement for the
execution of that statement.

Listing 2.5: CSL example (revision 1)

1 double loop_time;

2
3 __csl_energy_worst(&loop_energy);

4 for(int i =0; i < BOUND; i++){

5 f(i);

6 }

For example, we might modify Listing 2.3 to measure energy in instead of
time by replacing the annotation on Line 3. The resulting code, in Listing 2.5,
will assign loop_energy the measurement for the worst-case energy usage for
the for-loop.

Listing 2.6: CSL accumulator annotations

1 for(...) {

2 __csl_time_average_iter(&variable)

3 stmt1;

4
5 __csl_time_worst_iter(&variable)

6 stmt2;

7
8 __csl_time_best_iter(&variable);

9 stmt3;

10 }

CSL can be further extended with measurement annotations as required,
given that a tool capable of making the desired measurement, or other means
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of measurement, is provided. One useful set of annotations, for example, is
for the purpose of measuring statements within a loop context. Listing 2.6
shows the CSL annotations for assigning time values for a given statement
that is within the body of a loop. As before, there are three kinds: worst-
case (Line 4), best-case (Line 7), and average-case (Line 2). The worst-case
annotation captures the worst time seen for stmt2 over all iterations of the
loop. Similarly, the best-case annotation captures the best time seen for
stmt3 over all iterations of the loop. Finally, the average-case annotation
captures the mean average time of stmt1 over all iterations of the loop. For
example, in Listing 2.7, we extend Listing 2.3 by adding an accumulator
annotation.

Listing 2.7: CSL accumulator example
1 double loop_time;

2 double ave_stmt_time;

3
4 __csl_time_worst(&loop_time);

5 for(int i =0; i < BOUND; i++){

6 __csl_time_average_iter(&ave_stmt_time);

7 f(i);

8 }

Here, the annotation on Line 5 captures the average amount of time the f(i)

operation on Line 6 takes for 0 < i < BOUND.
For all declaration annotations above, it is possible to change the de-

fault unit by supplying an optional string parameter that lets the program-
mer choose an appropriate unit to measure; e.g., in milliseconds, seconds,
nanoseconds, for time, and joules and watts·seconds for energy. In our illus-
trative implementation, the default option for time is milliseconds and the
default for energy is joules.

2.2.2 Expressing Security Properties

Security encompasses many aspects of interest. Communication properties
like con�dentiality/secrecy [Rya00] or integrity [CW87] of the sent/received
data, or even vulnerability to the most powerful attacker [FM99], can be
captured by information-�ow policies [BLP76] or trace-based properties like
non-interference [GM82] to prevent covert channels (unintentional transmis-
sion of sensitive information by using intended communication channels). A
side-channel is a way of transmitting informations (purposely or not) to an-
other system out of the standard (intended) communication channels. Side-
channel attacks aim at breaking cryptography by exploiting information that
is revealed by an algorithm's physical execution. For instance, observing ex-
ecution time [Koc96] or power pro�le [KJJ99] may reveal secret information.
We focus on these time- and energy-related security properties in this deliv-
erable to emphasize the relations between these three non-functional prop-
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erties. Another computation property is the vulnerability to faults [ZAV04]
injected during the execution in order to retrieve sensitive information from
the alteration of the behavior of the program.

CSL annotations may be extended to non-functional properties other
than time and energy. In order to illustrate this, we consider a small subset
of security properties, with particular emphasis on side-channel attacks. We
de�ne three annotations in Listing 2.8 for capturing security levels against
time and power side-channel attacks (Lines 1 and 4) and fault injection
(Line 7).

Listing 2.8: CSL annotations for security properties

1 __csl_security_sca_time(&variable);

2 stmt1;

3
4 __csl_security_sca_power(&variable);

5 stmt2;

6
7 __csl_security_fault_injection(&variable);

8 stmt3;

As in section 2.2, security annotations act like a normal C function, where the
parameter is a variable that is in scope. Each annotation is placed before
a regular C statement. Semantically, the annotation provides a security
level for the proceeding statement. For the purposes of this deliverable, the
security level of a statement is assumed to be obtained from a given tool, e.g.
[RBV17] for time, that inspects how secure the code is for that particular
property, and for a produced binary on a given architecture. The current
investigation on producing such tools in the TeamPlay toolchain is detailed in
deliverable D3.2 �First Report on Multi-Criterial Compiler Optimizations�.
Moreover, in the current deliverable, we assume that the security level is
expressed as an integer.

In order to demonstrate these annotations/properties, we consider vari-
ants computing the (left-to-right) modular exponentiation by squaring, which
is commonly used in cryptosystems like RSA [RSA78]. They return the re-
sult of ak mod n computed with an accumulator, x, where a and n are public
variables, and k is some secret key. For all the variants, the condition of
the if-statement detects the value of the expression (k >> i) & 1, which is
the ith bit ki of the secret k =

∑
0≤i<d ki2

i expressed in binary form, where
d = 8 ∗ sizeof(int) is the number of bits.

Listing 2.9: Security Example: Square-and-Multiply

1 int sqmul(int a, int k, int n) {

2 int x = 1;

3 for (int i = 8*sizeof(int) - 1 ; i >= 0 ; i--) {

4 x = x*x % n;

5 if ((k >> i) & 1) {
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6 x = x*a % n;

7 }

8 }

9 return x;

10 }

Listing 2.9 is the standard square-and-multiply algorithm. For every iter-
ation, it computes the multiplication only if the current secret bit ki is a
1, which can be detected by observing execution time [Koc96] or a power
pro�le [KJJ99], and thus leads to information leakage from both time and
power side-channel attacks. But this is the fastest variant, which requires
also the least energy consumption.

Listing 2.10: Square-and-Multiply-Delay

1 int sqmul_delay(int a, int k, int n) {

2 int x = 1;

3 for (int i = 8*sizeof(int) - 1 ; i >= 0 ; i--) {

4 x = x*x % n;

5 if ((k >> i) & 1) {

6 __csl_time_average_iter(&time_mult)

7 x = x*a % n;

8 } else {

9 delay(time_mult);

10 }

11 }

12 return x;

13 }

Listing 2.10 is less vulnerable to time side-channel attacks because the imbal-
ance in execution time of the if-statement branches has been addressed by
introducing a delay in the else branch1. In that variant, time_mult is the av-
erage execution time for the multiplication operation in the then branch, ob-
tained Line 6 by using the time-capturing annotation __csl_time_average_iter.
Finally, notice that listing 2.10 has a similar worst-case execution time than
listing 2.9, but a worst average-case execution time.

Listing 2.11: Square-and-Multiply Comparison: Time SCA

1 int sec_lvl_time, sec_lvl_time_delay;

2
3 __csl_security_sca_time(&sec_lvl_time_std);

4 int x = sqmul(a, k, n);

5
6 __csl_security_sca_time(&sec_lvl_time_delay);

7 int y = sqmul_delay(a, k, n);

1Notice that the precise execution time depends on the compiler and the targeted
architecture, so even with the delay the execution time of both branches are similar but
not equal. The notion of time indistinguishability is detailed in deliverable D4.3 �Report
on Energy, Timing and Security Modeling of Complex Architectures�.
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The CSL annotation for time side-channel attacks from Listing 2.8 can be
used to measure calls to both sqmul and sqmul_delay, as in Listing 2.11, where
we would expect that sqmul_delay returns a higher security level than the call
to sqmul. However, this is not necessarily the case for power pro�les, that
can be read (Simple Power Analysis [KJJ99]) in order to detect whether or
not a multiplication has been computed during an iteration. In order to
mitigate this, another variant of the square-and-multiply function might be
employed.

Listing 2.12: Square-and-Multiply-Always
1 int sqmul_always(int a, int k, int n) {

2 int x = 1;

3 int y;

4 for (int i = 8*sizeof(int) - 1 ; i >= 0 ; i--) {

5 x = x*x % n;

6 if ((k >> i) & 1) {

7 x = x*a % n;

8 } else {

9 y = x*a % n;

10 }

11 }

12 return x;

13 }

Here, a dummy variable, y, is introduced and both branches of the if-
statement perform the same operations x*a % n in any case2. Similar to
the time-based security level in listing 2.11, security levels based on power
pro�les can be measured using the annotation in listing 2.8.

Listing 2.13: Square-and-Multiply Comparison: Power SCA
1 int sec_lvl_power_delay, sec_lvl_power_always;

2
3 __csl_security_sca_power(&sec_lvl_power_delay);

4 int x = sqmul_delay(a, k, n);

5
6 __csl_security_sca_power(&sec_lvl_power_always);

7 int y = sqmul_always(a, k, n);

Here, security levels are stored in both sec_lvl_power_delay and
sec_lvl_power_always, where we would normally expect the security level for
sqmul_always to be greater than sqmul_delay. But the multiplication in the else
branch of listing 2.12 is a dummy operation, so injecting a fault [ZAV04] in x

(cont.)*a % n will change the �nal result only if the current secret bit is

2A multiplication can be distinguished from a squaring, hence variants with squaring
only have been proposed [CFG+11] and improved [HCCL14]. Moreover, the power pro�le
depends also on the values in the considered registers, so computing a multiplication in
every case is better against SPA (Simple Power Analysis) [KJJ99] but not against CPA
(Correlation Power Analysis) [BCO04].
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1, thus leaking information3. This is not the case with the Montgomery
Ladder [LM87] where both variables x and y are interleaved accumulators.

Listing 2.14: Montgomery Ladder

1 int montgomery_ladder(int a, int k, int n)

2 {

3 int x = 1;

4 int y = a;

5 for (int i = 8*sizeof(int) - 1 ; i >= 0 ; i--) {

6 if ((k >> i) & 1) {

7 x = x*y % n;

8 y = y*y % n;

9 } else {

10 y = y*x % n;

11 x = x*x % n;

12 }

13 }

14 return x;

15 }

In listing 2.14, a fault injected will propagate through successive iterations,
so will alter the �nal result irrespective of the value of the current secret
bit, preventing the opponent to obtain secret information. The security level
of statements against fault-injection may be captured by the corresponding
annotation in Listing 2.8.

Listing 2.15: Square-and-Multiply Comparison: Fault-Injection

1 int sec_lvl_fault_always, sec_lvl_fault_ladder;

2
3 __csl_security_fault_injection(&sec_lvl_fault_always);

4 int x = sqmul_always(a, k, n);

5
6 __csl_security_fault_injection(&sec_lvl_fault_ladder);

7 int y = montgomery_ladder(a, k, n);

Similar to Listings 2.11 and 2.13, Listing 2.15 demonstrates the fault-injection-
based annotation, capturing security levels for calls to sqmul_always and
montgomery_ladder. Here, we would expect the security level of montgomery_ladder
(cont.) to be greater than sqmul_always. Finally, notice that listings 2.12
and 2.14 have similar execution times than listing 2.10, but worst energy
consumptions than the �rst two.

Regarding security contracts (de�ned in deliverable D1.1 �Report on
Code-Level Contracts for Energy, Time and Security�), for instance the de-

3For listing 2.12 this comes from the fact that the multiplication in the else branch is
a dummy operation. Actually, some variants [BNP07] of the square-and-multiply-always
algorithm may be as resistant as the Montgomery ladder [JY03], both by checking invari-
ants [KKRS16] violated if a fault is injected. But this is not the case for the naive version
presented as an example in this deliverable.
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veloper may want to ensure that the naive version of the algorithms for the
exponentiation proposed in subsection 2.2.2 verify4 the intended security
properties:

1 __csl_assert(sec_lvl_time_std <= sec_lvl_time_delay);

2
3 __csl_assert(sec_lvl_power_delay <= sec_lvl_power_always);

4
5 __csl_assert(sec_lvl_fault_always <= sec_lvl_fault_ladder);

2.2.3 Pro�le Primitives in CSL

As presented in the previous deliverables and previous sections of this deliv-
erable, the information obtained by using the TeamPlay primitives can be
manipulated only after the execution of the analysed code.

For instance, listing 2.16 computes a �dynamical exponentiation�, in the
sense that the variants sqmul and sqmul_always for the exponentiation (see
subsection 2.2.2) are chosen according to values that depend on the current
execution. The conditional branching is analysed at pro�ling time, providing
values for worst-case execution time and energy consumption, and security
levels against time and power side-channel attacks. These values are stored
in the Non-Functional Properties (NFP) �le, and used at exploitation time
(e.g. during a drone �ight) here in contracts.

Listing 2.16: Primitives and contracts usage

1 int dyn_exp(int a, int k, int n, int rem_time, int rem_energy, int

(cont.)threat_lvl)

2 {

3 int x, exp_time, exp_energy, exp_sectime, exp_secpower;

4
5 __csl_time_worst(&exp_time);

6 __csl_energy_worst(&exp_energy);

7 __csl_security_sca_time(&exp_sectime);

8 __csl_security_sca_power(&exp_secpower);

9 if (threat_lvl >= 90)

10 {

11 x = sqmul_always(a,k,n);

12 }

13 else

14 {

15 x = sqmul(a,k,n);

16 }

17
18 // informations obtained after computation

19 __csl_assert(threat_lvl < exp_sectime);

4The actual values of the security levels depend on the targeted compiler and archi-
tecture, so the developer may want to be sure that the high-level properties of the source
code are preserved during the compilation process of the TeamPlay toolchain.
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20 __csl_assert(threat_lvl < exp_secpower);

21 __csl_assert(exp_time <= rem_time);

22 __csl_assert(exp_energy <= rem_energy);

23 return x;

24 }

But these primitives require the code to be executed at least once at
exploitation time in order to obtain the corresponding value at pro�ling
time, which prevents the programmer from writing code, e.g., in listing 2.17,
where the C statement analysed by the TeamPlay primitive is executed only
if (for instance) there is enough energy left, or the code is secure enough.

Listing 2.17: Pro�le primitives
1 __csl_profile_energy_worst(&energy_cost);

2 {

3 x = costly(x);

4 // if executed, the drone may fall!

5 }

6 if (energy_cost <= remaining_energy)

7 {

8 x = costly(x);

9 }

10
11 __csl_profile_security_sca_time(&sec_lvl);

12 {

13 x = notsecure(x);

14 // if executed, the secret may be revealed!

15 }

16 if (sec_lvl >= threat_lvl)

17 {

18 x = notsecure(x);

19 }

So, for every TeamPlay primitive __csl_name the programmer should also
be able to use a pro�le variant __csl_profile_name such that:

� The statement associated with the __csl_name and __csl_profile_name

variants is analysed by the TeamPlay tools at pro�ling time.

� The statement associated with the __csl_name is executed at exploita-
tion time, but this is not the case for the code associated with __csl_profile_name

(cont.).

In particular, the statement associated with the __csl_profile_name can be
ignored for the Idris contracts. As implemented, the standard variants of
the TeamPlay primitives are macros built from the pro�le variant, as in
listing 2.19.

Listing 2.18: ETS properties as �rst-class citizens
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1 __csl_profile_energy_worst(&energy_cost);

2 {

3 x = costly(x);

4 }

5 x = costly(x);

6
7 __csl_energy_worst(&energy_cost);

8 x = costly(x);

Finally, we consider good practice to put in braces the statement as-
sociated with __csl_profile_name primitives, in order to highlight that this
statement is not executed, unlike the following ones. Listing 2.18 illustrates
how the developer can properly manipulate the Energy, Time and Security
(ETS) properties of his code as �rst-class citizens, i.e. standard C variables.

Listing 2.19: Standard is a macro of the pro�le variant

1 // returns a^k % n

2 // if time, energy and security constraints can be met

3 // returns 0 otherwise

4 int dyn_exp(int a, int k, int n, int remain_time, int remain_energy, int

(cont.)threat_lvl)

5 {

6 // declarations

7 int x;

8 int time_std, time_always, time_chosen;

9 int energy_std, energy_always, energy_chosen;

10 int sectime_std, sectime_always_chosen;

11 int secpow_std, secpow_always, secpow_chosen;

12
13 // values for the standard variant

14 __csl_profile_time_worst(&time_std);

15 __csl_profile_energy_worst(&energy_std);

16 __csl_profile_security_sca_time(&sectime_std);

17 __csl_profile_security_sca_power(&secpow_std);

18 {

19 x = square_and_multiply(a,k,n);

20 }

21
22 // values for the always variant

23 __csl_profile_time_worst(&time_always);

24 __csl_profile_energy_worst(&energy_always);

25 __csl_profile_security_sca_time(&sectime_always);

26 __csl_profile_security_sca_power(&secpow_always);

27 {

28 x = square_and_multiply_always(a,k,n);

29 }

30
31 // values for the chosen variant

32 __csl_time_worst(&time_chosen);

33 __csl_energy_worst(&energy_chosen);

34 __csl_security_sca_time(&sectime_chosen);

35 __csl_security_sca_power(&secpow_chosen);
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36
37 // is always variant secure enough?

38 if (sectime_always <= threat_lvl || secpow_always <= threat_lvl)

39 {

40 // sec level cannot be met

41 return 0;

42 }

43 else

44 {

45 // is standard variant secure enough?

46 if (sectime_std <= threat_lvl || secpow_std <= threat_lvl)

47 {

48 // is there enough time and energy for always variant?

49 if (time_always > remain_time || energy_always > remain_energy)

50 {

51 // not enough time or energy

52 return 0;

53 }

54 else

55 {

56 x = square_and_multiply_always(a,k,n);

57 }

58 }

59 else

60 {

61 // is there enough time and energy for standard variant?

62 if (time_std > remain_time || energy_std > remain_energy)

63 {

64 // not enough time or energy

65 return 0;

66 }

67 else

68 {

69 x = square_and_multiply(a,k,n);

70 }

71 }

72 }

73
74 // contracts for the chosen variant

75 __csl_assert(threat_lvl < sectime_chosen);

76 __csl_assert(threat_lvl < secpow_chosen);

77 __csl_assert(time_chosen <= remain_time);

78 __csl_assert(energy_chosen <= remain_energy);

79
80 return x;

81 }
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Chapter 3

Model Implementation

This chapter describes the implementation of the model design in Section 2.1.
It represents a completion and extension of the draft implementation in Ap-
pendix B of deliverable D1.1 �Report on Code-Level Contracts for Energy,
Time and Security�. The current implementation correctly speci�es all (nu-
meric and boolean) operators, and boolean expressions can now be evaluated.

An annotated C program is modelled using Idris in order to determine
whether assertions within the program hold. Models of programs are auto-
matically derived using the parser from deliverable D1.1 �Report on Code-
Level Contracts for Energy, Time and Security�, follow the design in Sec-
tion 2.1, and are inhabitants of the type CLang.

Listing 3.1: Idris model type

1 data CLang : Type where

2 -- CSL

3 BlockTime : (x : String) -> (v : Nat) -> (k : CLang) -> CLang

4 BlockEnergy : (x : String) -> (v : Nat) -> (k : CLang) -> CLang

5 Assert : (asn : Env -> Assertion) -> (k : CLang) -> CLang

6 -- C Structures

7 DecVar : (x : String) -> (v : Nat) -> (k : CLang) -> CLang

8 Halt : CLang

CLang abstracts away all aspects of the annotated C program aside from CSL
assertions and the assignments of variables used in those assertions; denoted
respectively by Assert, BlockTime, BlockEnergy, and DecVar. Variables, x, in
models are unique and represent only the value that is live within the asser-
tion. All values are modelled using natural numbers (Nat) to facilitate proof
derivation; extending this to other types is a concern for future work. Where
variables are not natural numbers in the original program, it is currently left
to the parser to denote those original values consistently into natural num-
bers.

Models are in continuation passing style, where, as is standard, k denotes
the continuation, and Halt denotes the end of a continuation. For example,
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the assertion __csl_assert(x > 12);, when x = 13, can be modelled as

1 DecVar "x" 13 (Assert asn Halt)

where asn is a function that models the assertion x > 12.
Assertions are boolean expressions that have a truth value, expressed via

type inhabitance. Models can be constructed that contain assertions that do
not hold. This allows a report to be presented to the programmer detailing
whether, and how, each assertion holds. The type of assertions, Assertion

(cont.) (Listing 3.1, Line 5), is e�ectively a type alias for the type of boolean
expressions, BooleanExpression.

Listing 3.2: Assertion and boolean expressions de�nition

1 data Assertion : Type where

2 MkAssertion : BooleanExpression -> Assertion

3
4 data BooleanExpression : Type where

5 And : (x : BooleanExpression)

6 -> (y : BooleanExpression)

7 -> (xNF : BEvald x x')

8 -> (yNF : BEvald y y')

9 -> (prf : Dec (TyAnd x' y'))

10 -> BooleanExpression

11
12 Or : (x : BooleanExpression)

13 -> (y : BooleanExpression)

14 -> (xNF : BEvald x x')

15 -> (yNF : BEvald y y')

16 -> (prf : Dec (TyOr x' y'))

17 -> BooleanExpression

18
19 Eq : (x : NumericExpression)

20 -> (y : NumericExpression)

21 -> (xNF : Evald x x')

22 -> (yNF : Evald y y')

23 -> (prf : Dec (x' = y'))

24 -> BooleanExpression

25
26 LTE : (x : NumericExpression)

27 -> (y : NumericExpression)

28 -> (xNF : Evald x x')

29 -> (yNF : Evald y y')

30 -> (prf : Dec (x' `LTE` y'))

31 -> BooleanExpression

Boolean expressions comprise conjunction (And) and disjunction (Or) over
boolean expressions, and equality (Eq) and (≤) (LTE) operations over natural
numbers. Semantically, these functions are de�ned in the usual way. Our
implementation includes the other standard inequality operators, but these
are omitted here for clarity, since they can be de�ned in terms of (≤). Since
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assertions are likely to have free variables, the model must specify a context,
Env, providing de�nitions for those variables (Listing 3.1, Line 5, asn : Env

(cont.)-> Assertion). Contexts are de�ned as a mapping of variable names
to values; e.g. here, Env = List (String,Nat).

Under our representation in Listing 3.2, each boolean expression is a
binary operation, with arguments denoted x and y. Boolean expressions
are extended with the relations, xNF and yNF, and the truth value for the
expression, prf. Both xNF and yNF relate, depending on the operation, boolean
or numeric expressions with their normal forms. We say BEvald x x', where x

is a boolean expression and x' is the boolean (Bool) to which x evaluates; and
Evald x x', where x is a numeric expression (Listing 3.3) and x' is the natural
number (Nat) to which x evaluates. The truth value, prf, is de�ned using the
decidable proposition (Dec) and an underlying proposition that re�ects the
operation. For example, the truth value of And (Listing 3.2, Line 9) has the
type Dec (TyAnd x' y'), where TyAnd is a type representing logical conjunction.

1 data TyAnd : Bool -> Bool -> Type where

2 MkAnd : TyAnd True True

When And evaluates to True, prf = Yes prf', where prf' is a constructive proof
that TyAnd x' y' is inhabited for the given x' and y'. For example, given prf

(cont.) : TyAnd True True, prf = Yes MkAnd). Similarly, when And evaluates to
False, prf = No prf', where prf' is proof that the underlying proposition,
TyAnd x' y', would be a contradiction (i.e. is uninhabited) for the given x'

and y'.
Both equality and (≤) operations range over numeric expressions, com-

prising literal values (Lit), variables (Var), addition (Add), subtraction (Sub),
multiplication (Mul), truncated division (Div), the truncated logarithm to
base 2 (Log), and the modulo operation (Mod).

Listing 3.3: Numeric expressions de�nition

1 data NumericExpression : Type where

2 Lit : (n : Nat) -> NumericExpression

3 Var : (x : String) -> NumericExpression

4 Log : (x : NumericExpression) -> NumericExpression

5 Plus : (x : NumericExpression)

6 -> (y : NumericExpression) -> NumericExpression

7 Sub : (x : NumericExpression)

8 -> (y : NumericExpression) -> NumericExpression

9 Mul : (x : NumericExpression)

10 -> (y : NumericExpression) -> NumericExpression

11 Div : (x : NumericExpression)

12 -> (y : NumericExpression) -> NumericExpression

13 Mod : (x : NumericExpression)

14 -> (y : NumericExpression) -> NumericExpression

Semantically, these functions are de�ned in the usual way. Values of both
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BooleanExpression and NumericExpression are denoted into their corresponding
Idris prelude functions via beval and eval, respectively.

Listing 3.4: Evaluation functions for boolean and numeric expressions
1 beval : (env : Env) -> (b : BooleanExpression) -> Bool

2 beval env (And x y xNF yNF (Yes prf)) = True

3 beval env (And x y xNF yNF (No contra)) = False

4 beval env (Or x y xNF yNF (Yes prf)) = True

5 beval env (Or x y xNF yNF (No contra)) = False

6 beval env (Eq x y xNF yNF (Yes prf)) = True

7 beval env (Eq x y xNF yNF (No contra)) = False

8 beval env (LTE x y xNF yNF (Yes prf)) = True

9 beval env (LTE x y xNF yNF (No contra)) = False

10
11 eval : (env : Env) -> (e : NumericExpression) -> Nat

12 eval env (Lit n) = n

13 eval env (Log n) = assert_total $ log2 (eval env n)

14 eval env (Var name) = case lookup name env of

15 Just value => value

16 Nothing => 0

17 eval env (Plus x y) = (eval env x) `plus` (eval env y)

18 eval env (Sub x y) = (eval env x) `minus` (eval env y)

19 eval env (Mul x y) = (eval env x) `mult` (eval env y)

20 eval env (Div x y) = assert_total $ (eval env x) `div` (eval env y)

21 eval env (Mod x y) = assert_total $ (eval env x) `mod` (eval env y)

Boolean expressions are reduced to a boolean value (beval) by discriminating
on prf. Numeric expressions are reduced to a natural number (eval) by
denoting each NumericExpression operation into the respective Idris prelude
function over natural numbers. Variables (Var, Lines 14�16) are looked up
in the context, env, by the list prelude function lookup. The de�nition and
generation of the Idris model require that all free variables in assertions are
de�ned in the context. Consequently, the Nothing branch (Line 16) will, by
de�nition, never be reached, but is included in order to ensure totality of
env. In future, we intend to re�ect this property in the type, obviating the
need for lookup. Similarly, the arithmetic operations Log, Div, and Mod require
assert_total to ensure evaluation to normal form, since the respective Idris
prelude functions, log, div, and mod, are partially de�ned. We ensure that
only models for which there are de�ned instances of log, div, and mod are
generated. In principle, it is possible to guarantee within the system that,
for those cases, only arguments for which there are de�ned behaviours may
be constructed, obviating the use of assert_total.

Reporting the Contract For each model, the context and list of asser-
tions are derived using the function mkAssertions : CLang -> List Assertion

(cont.). mkAssertions is a fold over a model, whose �xpoint function collects
assertions from Assert constructors, and variables and values from BlockTime

(cont.), BlockEnergy, and DecVar constructors. Construction of the list of
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assertions requires proof of whether each assertion holds, which are derived
automatically via the reduction functions beval and eval, in conjunction with
decision procedures for each boolean expression that is introduced via model
generation. Decision procedures comprise: isAnd for conjunction; isOr for dis-
junction; decEq from the Idris prelude for equality; and isLTE from the Idris
prelude for (≤). For example, given a model of the Dijkstra implementation
in Listing 2.1,

1 dijkstra : CLang

2 dijkstra = BlockTime "comparison_time" 23

3 $ DecVar "EDGES" 1026

4 $ DecVar "NUM_NODES" 256

5 $ BlockTime "time_spent" 32933

6 $ Assert dijkstra_assert

7 $ Halt

four variables are inferred for the context: "comparison_time", "EDGES", "NUM_NODES
(cont.)", and "time_spent". Similarly, one assertion, "dijkstra_assert", is also
inferred, producing a singleton list of veri�ed assertions. For veri�cation,
the derived context is passed to "dijkstra_assert", which, when evaluated,
includes the constructive proof of the assertion seen in Listing 3.5.

Listing 3.5: Example Idris contract for Dijkstra showing veri�ed assertion
1 ([("time_spent", 32933), ("NUM_NODES", 256), ("EDGES", 1026), ("

(cont.)comparison_time", 23)],

2 [MkAssertion (LTE (Var "time_spent")

3 (Mul (Mul (Var "EDGES") (Log (Var "NUM_NODES"))) (Var "comparison_time"))

4 (MkEvald (Var "time_spent") 32933)

5 (MkEvald (Mul (Mul (Var "EDGES") (Log (Var "NUM_NODES"))) (Var "

(cont.)comparison_time"))

6 ...

7 (Yes (LTESucc (LTESucc ...
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Chapter 4

Integration

In this chapter, we describe the integration between the C source-code level
annoations with CSL, the component mechanism, the certi�cate system and
the WCC compiler. Figure 4 illustrates the overall proposed TeamPlay tool-
ing infrastructure. In this �gure, a programmer presents his/her C source
code annotated with CSL annotations that indicate which properties they
would like to reason about. These properties can be in the form of statement-
level annotations or component annotations. The annotated C source �le
also contains assertions, which correspond to provable (or non-provable) cer-
tifcates over those properties. For example, certifying that the worst-case
execution time of a C statement does not exceed an upper bound. This CSL-
annotated C source �le is fed into a C + CSL parser, generating an abstract
model of the C program so that the certifcate generator to proceed to prove
the assertions. However, in order to prove these assertions are true, metrics
must be provided by the underlying TeamPlay machinery, such as worst-case
execution tims from the WCC compiler and fed into the certifcate system in
order to generate a provable certi�cate. These metrics are therefore stored
in a Comma Seperated Value (CSV) �le, that records all known CSL vari-
ables and components and their associated cost metrics; this �le is called the
Non-Functional Properties File (NFPF). An example of the NFPF is given
in Figure 4.1.2.

In Figure 4, we show a focussed picture of the integration that we describe
in this chapter. The �gure proceeds by the programmer starting with some
C source code that they annotate using CSL. This CSL annotated source
code is fed through a parser, generating an abstract model of the C source
code with CSL annotations implemented in Idris. The C source code is
also analysed and a coordination �le is produced, like the one in Figure 4.4.
This coordination �le is the fed through a coordination parser to generate
entries in the Non-Functional Properties File (NFPF) (see Figure 4.1.2 as an
example of a NFPF). The CSL parser also generates entries in the NFPF for
CSL variables that are declared in the C source �le. Underlying Teamplay
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tooling, such as WCC record metrics for components and CSL variables into
the NFPF, which is then passed to the contract system, with the IDRIS
generated abstract contract, to produce a certi�cate.

In this chapter, we show an example of a preliminary integration for all
steps in Figure 4 using an example of an FM Radio Modulator as shown in
Figure 4.3.

4.1 Integration Example

In this section we give an walkthrough of the integration methods for the
teamplay tooling, from the high-level CSL annotations in a C �le, to the NFP
�le and coordination �le generation, down to example contracts generated
by the Idris contract system.

4.1.1 CSL Annotations

Listing 4.1: CSL Time Annotations for Components
1 void __csl_component_time_worst( int *variable, char *component_name );

2
3 void __csl_component_time_best( int *variable, char *component_name );

4
5 void __csl_component_time_average( int *variable, char *component_name );

Figure 4.1 shows the CSL constructs for measuring time for component-
level C structures. Here, we introduce three new CSL annotations:
__csl_component_time_worst(), __csl_component_time_best() and
__csl_component_time_average(), respectively. component_name refers to the name
of the component as de�ned in the NFP �le. These annotations capture tim-
ing pro�les for the execution of the component to which they are bound, using
the appropriate underlying TeamPlay tool (such as WCC). The programmer
is required to place a CSL component annotation as the �rst statement in
the function body.

1 int compftime;

2 ...

3 int examplefunction(int x)

4 {

5 __csl_component_time_worst(&compftime, "component_name");

6
7 x = somestatement;

8 return x;

9 }

In the example above, we declare a normal C function at Line 3, which
will be mapped into a WP2 component. The programmer can specify proper-
ties about the component at the CSL level by annotating the function body
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with a call to a __csl_component_ function. Here, on Line 5, the program-
mer has made a call to the __csl_component_time_worst() function, passing
compftime as a parameter by reference. The result of the underlying Team-
Play tooling providing a worst case execution time metric for the component
will be assigned to the variable compftime, which can then be used as a normal
C variable.

Annotations over energy can be expressed in similar fashion, where Fig-
ure 4.2 shows the CSL constructions for energy properties. These proceed
in a similar way to those of time, where __csl_component_energy_best() and
__csl_component_energy_average(), obtain the energy metrics for the worst, best
and average, respectively. component_name refers to the name of the component
as de�ned in the NFP �le.

Listing 4.2: CSL Energy Annotations for Components
1 void __csl_component_energy_best( int *variable, char *component_name );

2
3 void __csl_component_energy_average( int *variable, char * component_name );

4.1.2 TeamPlay Integration Example

In this subsection, we give an example of the integration of the various Team-
Play components. Starting with an example C application in Figure 4.3,
showing an example FM banding modulation code for an embedded system.
In the �gure, the programmer has begun to annotation the source code with
various CSL annotations. These include annotating some functions at lines
14, 30 and 37, representing the worst-case execution time of the function as a
component. At Line 52, the programmer speci�es an annotation to capture
the worst-case energy usage of the loop that is declared at Line 53. Finally,
three CSL assertions are given: Line 70 states that the security level must
exceed 80; Line 71 states that the worst-case energy consumption of the loop
cannot exceed an upper-bound of 2000 joules; the assertion at Line 72 states
that the combination worst-case execution time of the components cannot
exceed an upper bound of 125 milliseconds.

Listing 4.3: FM Bands Modulation C Code
1 #include "FMRadio_7bands.h"

2 ...

3 const char password[] = "ThePassword";

4
5 int compare_passwords(const char *password1, const char *password2, int size

(cont.)) {

6 for(int i = 0; i < size; i++) {

7 if(password1[i] != password2[i])

8 return(0);

9 }

10 return 1;
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11 }

12
13 void fm7b_low_pass_filter_4samp(double *filtertime) {

14 __csl_component_time_worst(&filtertime, "fm7b_low_pass_filter_4samp");

15 float sum = 0;

16 FOR(uint32_t, i, 0, <, TheGlobal_numberOfTaps, i++)

17 sum += peek_float(&LowPassFilter4SBuf.buffer_in, i) * TheGlobal.coeff_4s

(cont.)[i];

18 ENDFOR

19 push_float(&LowPassFilter4SBuf.buffer_out, sum);

20
21 //decimate 4 samples after outputting 1

22 FOR(uint32_t, i, 0, <, 4, i++)

23 pop_float(&LowPassFilter4SBuf.buffer_in);

24 ENDFOR

25 pop_float(&LowPassFilter4SBuf.buffer_in);

26 }

27
28
29 void fm7b_split2_duplicate(uint32_t i, double *duplicatetime) {

30 __csl_component_time_worst(&duplicatetime, "fm7b_split2_duplicate_node1");

31 float val = pop_float(&EqSplitBuf[i].buffer_in);

32 push_float(&BPFCoreBuf[i].buffer_in[0], val);

33 push_float(&BPFCoreBuf[i].buffer_in[1], val);

34 }

35
36 void fm7b_join2_round_robin(uint32_t i, double *robintime) {

37 __csl_component_time_worst(&robintime, "fm7b_join2_round_robin");

38 push_float(&SubtracerBuf[i].buffer_in, pop_float(&BPFCoreBuf[i].buffer_out

(cont.)[0]));

39 push_float(&SubtracerBuf[i].buffer_in, pop_float(&BPFCoreBuf[i].buffer_out

(cont.)[1]));

40 }

41
42 int main(int argc, char **argv) {

43
44 double duplicatetime, filtertime, robintime;

45
46 double seclvl_time;

47 __csl_security_sca_time(&seclvl_time);

48 int is_authenticated = (argc > 1 ) && compare_passwords(password, argv[1],

(cont.) 11);

49 fm7b_init();

50 ...

51 double loop_energy;

52 __csl_energy_average(&loop_energy);

53 FOR(uint32_t, i, 0, <, TheGlobal_eqBands-1, i++)

54 fm7b_split2_duplicate(i, &duplicatetime);

55 fm7b_low_pass_filter_4samp(&filtertime)

56 fm7b_lowpass_filter(i, 0);

57 fm7b_lowpass_filter(i, 1);

58 fm7b_join2_round_robin(i, &robintime);

59
60 fm7b_subtracter(i);
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61 fm7b_amplify(i);

62 ENDFOR

63
64 if (is_authenticated ) {

65 fm7b_join1_round_robin();

66 fm7b_equalizer();

67 fm7b_float_printer();

68 }

69
70 __csl_assert(seclvl_time > 80);

71 __csl_assert(loop_energy < 92);

72 __csl_assert(duplicatetime + filtertime + robintime < 125);

73
74 return EXIT_SUCCESS;

75 }

This C code is then passed through the TeamPlay tooling and parsers.
The �rst Parser is the coordination parser, this produced a coordination �le,
similar to the one in Figure 4.4. The coordination �le consists of a number
of "components" which correspond, roughly, to C functions that appear in
the source code. Each component has an explicit input and output, and a
graph of the edges showing the dependencies and relationship between each
component is also de�ned. Each component has additional information,
such as the architecture it will execute on and the security level. The WP2
coordination system will use this coordination �le to produce an optimal
schedule of the components.

Listing 4.4: Example Coordination File for FM Radio Bands Application

1
2 app FMRadio{

3 deadline 1804289383ms

4 datatypes {

5 float_t float

6 }

7 components {

8
9
10 component fm7b_split2_duplicate__node1 {

11 inputs: [

12 (a, 1, float_t)

13 ]

14 outputs: [

15 (b, 1, float_t) (c, 1, float_t)

16 ]

17 version v1 {

18 security [0,100]

19 }

20 }

21 component fm7b_join1_round_robin {

22 inputs: [

23 (a, 1, float_t) (b, 1, float_t) (c, 1, float_t) (d, 1, float_t) (
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(cont.)e, 1, float_t) (f, 1, float_t)

24 ]

25 outputs: [

26 (g, 6, float_t)

27 ]

28 version v1 {

29 security [0,100]

30 }

31 }

32 component fm7b_split1_duplicate {

33 inputs: [

34 (a, 1, float_t)

35 ]

36 outputs: [

37 (b, 1, float_t) (c, 1, float_t) (d, 1, float_t) (e, 1, float_t) (

(cont.)f, 1, float_t) (g, 1, float_t)

38 ]

39 version v1 {

40 security [0,100]

41 }

42 }

43
44 ...

45
46 }

47 edges {

48 fm7b_join1_round_robin.g -> fm7b_equalizer.a

49 fm7b_equalizer.b -> fm7b_float_printer.a

50 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node33.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node34.a

51 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node32.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node34.b

52 fm7b_join2_round_robin__node34.c -> fm7b_subtracter__node35.a

53 fm7b_split1_duplicate.b -> fm7b_split2_duplicate__node31.a

54 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node31.b -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node33.a

55 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node31.c -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node32.a

56 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node27.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node28.a

57 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node26.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node28.b

58 fm7b_join2_round_robin__node28.c -> fm7b_subtracter__node29.a

59 fm7b_split1_duplicate.c -> fm7b_split2_duplicate__node25.a

60 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node25.b -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node27.a

61 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node25.c -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node26.a

62 ...

63 }

64 }

Figure 4.1.2 shows an example of the NFPF for the example code in
Figure 4.3. As it can be seen in the �gure, we have a number of component
names listed in the column, Component Name; these refer to the components
de�ned in the component �le, Figure 4.4; these components also have versions
attached with them, as shown in the column Component Version. Most
components only have one version associated with them, but it could be the
case that components have multiple versions: one for the CPU, one for the
GPU, etc. In the column Variable Name, there are three variables, de�ned
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at Line 2, 15 and 39. These correspond to CSL variables that are declared
within the source code in Figure 4.3. These variables have assigned metrics
in columnsWCET andWCEngt. For example, loop_energy has aWCEngT of
75 joules. The Architecture column shows the various di�erent architecture
versions that each of the components is con�gured to execute on. Binary just
states that the executable name is fmradio in all cases; likewise, the con�dence
is high for all entries.

Speci�cally, the Non-Functional Property File (NFPF) contains the fol-
lowing headers:

� Component Name referring to the component name that is regis-
tered in the coordination �le provided by WP2.

� Component Version the version of the component that the metrics
are referring to.

� Variable Name the name of the C variable that the CSL annotation
corresponding to the entry is declared in the C source �le.

� Line Number the line number to which the CSL variable is bound,
or the component (C function) is declared within the C source �le.

� Filename the �lename to which the CSL variables are bound, or the
�lename to which the component is declared.

� WCET theWorst Case Execution Time obtained from the underlying
tool for the given component or C variable.

� ACEngC the Average Case Energy Consumption obtained from the
underlying tool for the given component or C variable.

� AET the Average Execution Time obtained from the underlying tool
for the given component or C variable.

� AEngT the Average Energy Time obtained from the underlying tool
for the given component or C variable.

� Security Level the security level associated with the annotation. A
number between 0 and 100. Where 100 is a complete secure system,
and 0 is a complete insecure system.

� Architecture the architecture to which the measurements were ob-
tained.

� Binary the name of the binary �le that was executed to obtain the
measurements.

� Default the default value that the user provides in case the underlying
tool cannot retrive one.
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� Con�dence the con�dence level that the supplied metric is accurate.

Putting this through the C to Idris parser, results in two generated Idris
�les, as below. These describe the assertions for both energy at Line 65 and
the time assertion at Line 66.

1 fm_energy : CLang

2 fm_energy = BlockEnergy "loop_energy" 75 (Assert energy_assert ( Halt ) )

3
4
5 energy_assert : Env -> Assertion

6 energy_assert env =

7 let

8 p0 = Var "loop_energy"

9 p1 = Lit 92

10 p0' = eval env p0

11 p1' = eval env p1

12
13 in MkAssertion (LT p0 p1 (MkEvald p0 p0') (MkEvald p1 p1') (isLTE (S

(cont.)p0') p1' ))

1 fm_time : CLang

2 fm_time = ComponentTime "filtertime" 33 ( ComponentTime "duplicatetime" 23 (

(cont.) ComponentTime "robintime" 25 ( Assert time_assert ( Halt ) ) ) )

3
4
5 time_assert : Env -> Assertion

6 time_assert env =

7 let

8 p3 = Lit 125

9 p3' = eval env p3

10
11 p4 = Plus (Plus (Var "filtertime") (Var "duplicatetime")) (Var "robintime

(cont.)")

12 p4' = eval env p4

13
14 in MkAssertion (LT p4 p3 (MkEvald p4 p4') (MkEvald p3 p3') (isLTE (S p4')

(cont.) p3' ))

Pushing these generated �les through the Idris certi�cate system pro-
duces two certi�cates, both validating that the assertion is true. This is
shown by the decidable constructor Yes in both Idris outputs, as below.

1 ([("loop_energy", 75)],

2 [MkAssertion (LT (Var "loop_energy")

3 (Lit 92)

4 (MkEvald (Var "loop_energy") 75)

5 (MkEvald (Lit 92) 92)

6 (Yes (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc

(cont.) (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (
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(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc LTEZero))))))))))))))

(cont.)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

(cont.)]) : (List (String, Nat), List Assertion)

1 ([("robintime", 25), ("duplicatetime", 23), ("filtertime", 33)],

2 [MkAssertion (LT (Plus (Plus (Var "filtertime") (Var "duplicatetime")) (Var

(cont.)"robintime"))

3 (Lit 125)

4 (MkEvald (Plus (Plus (Var "filtertime") (Var "duplicatetime")) (Var "

(cont.)robintime")) 81)

5 (MkEvald (Lit 125) 125)

6 (Yes (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc

(cont.) (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (

(cont.)LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc (LTESucc LTEZero)))))))))))))))))))))))

(cont.))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))]) :

(cont.) (List (String,

7 Nat),

8 List Assertion)
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Figure 4.2: NFP File showing the TeamPlay components, CSL variables,
and metrics for the FM Radio example
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Chapter 5

The Resource-usage Estimate
Expression Language (REEL)

The Resource-usage Estimate Expression Language (REEL) is an interme-
diary language that sits beween the level of CSL (i.e. at the programming
source level) and the underlying compiler level. It is implemented as a C
header �le, complete with function stubs that de�ne the di�erent REEL
functions and their argument types, but the implementations of the functions
remains a part of the compiler. This allows the CSL to remain high-level
and tool/compiler independent, while the REEL level can be lower-level and
more compiler speci�c.

5.1 Capturing the Architecture in REEL

Listing 5.1: Capturing Architecture in REEL

1 typedef struct {

2
3 //! id holds an architecture's unique numerical ID.

4 const unsigned int id;

5
6 //! name holds a C-string storing the architecture's actual name.

7 const char *name;

8
9 //! cFreq holds an architecture's clock frequency in Hertz.

10 unsigned long long cFreq;

11
12 ...

13 } __teamplay_arch;

14
15 const __teamplay_arch __teamplay_architectures[ 3 ] =

16 {

17 { TEAMPLAY_ARCH_LEON, "Leon3", 42 },

18 { TEAMPLAY_ARCH_CORTEXM0, "ARM Cortex-M0", 042 },
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19 { TEAMPLAY_ARCH_CORTEXA15, "ARM Cortex-A15", 0x42 }

20 };

Listing 5.2: Get the Current Architecture
1 const __teamplay_arch *__teamplay_get_arch( void );

__teamplay_get_arch (shown in Listing 5.2) provides information about the
currently used and/or considered TeamPlay architecture based on the current
settings and command-line �ags of WCC. The function returns a pointer to
the element of the array, __teamplay_architectures, which characterizes the
currently considered TeamPlay architecture.

5.2 REEL Execution Analysis

Listing 5.3: Static WCET Analysis
1 void __reel_time_worst( unsigned long long *var );

__reel_time_worst (shown in Listing 5.3) assigns WCET (Worst-Case Ex-
ecution Time) values to a given TeamPlay variable. The parameter is a
pointer to a TeamPlay variable to which a WCET value shall be assigned.
The WCET value assigned to the supplied TeamPlay variable, var, like
this, always refers to the Worst-Case Execution Time of the immediately
next, non-REEL C statement following a call of the compiler-known func-
tion __reel_time_worst.

Each call of the compiler-known function __reel_time_worst is handled by
WCC as follows:

� WCC performs a static WCET analysis and determines the WCET for
the associated next non-REEL C statement. According to the com-
mand line arguments with which WCC is invoked, the actual architec-
ture for which the analyzed WCET values apply is given a priori.

� The call of the compiler-known function __reel_time_worst is completely
removed by WCC and gets replaced by a simple assignment var = val;

where val is the value as determined by the previous step.

� The assignment is additionally logged in CSV format for the given
architecture ID for further use by Idris and/or the coordination layer.

__reel_time_worst fails with an assertion in any of the following condi-
tions is not met:

� var must be a pointer to a scalar variable. Pointers to elements of
composed types are rejected.
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All WCET values handled by __reel_time_worst are represented in pro-
cessor clock cycles.

Listing 5.4: Manual WCET Analysis
1 void __reel_time_worst_manual( unsigned long long *var,

2 const unsigned int arch,

3 const unsigned long long dValue);

__reel_time_worst_manual (shown in Listing 5.4) assigns WCET (Worst-Case
Execution Time) values to a given TeamPlay variable.

� param[out] var A pointer to a TeamPlay variable to which a WCET
value shall be assigned.

� param[in] arch An unsigned integer constant refering to the unique
numerical ID of an architecture for which a WCET value shall be
assigned.

� param[in] dValue An unsigned long long constant representing a user-
provided default WCET value eventually assigned to the speci�ed
TeamPlay variable.

Depending on the given con�dence level, __reel_time_worst_manual assigns
either the user-provided default value or a value derived by static WCET
analysis to TeamPlay variable var according to the following rules:

� If no tool for static WCET analysis exists, the user-provided default
value is always used, irrespective of the given con�dence level.

� Otherwise, if the con�dence level is low (i.e., cLevel == false), then
always the value provided by static WCET analysis is assigned to the
TeamPlay variable.

� Otherwise (i.e., cLevel == true), always the user-provided default value
is assigned to the TeamPlay variable.

TheWCET value assigned to TeamPlay variable var like this always refers
to the Worst-Case Execution Time of the immediately next, non-REEL C
statement following a call of the compiler-known function __reel_time_worst_manual

(cont.).
Each call of the compiler-known function __reel_time_worst_manual is han-

dled by WCC as follows:

� The call of the compiler-known function __reel_time_worst_manual is
completely removed by WCC and gets replaced by a simple assign-
ment var = val; where val is the value as determined by the previous
step.
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� The assignment is additionally logged in CSV format for the given
architecture ID for further use by Idris and/or the coordination layer.

__reel_time_worst_manual fails with an assertion in any of the following
conditions is not met:

� var must be a pointer to a scalar variable. Pointers to elements of
composed types are rejected.

� Both dValue must be a given numerical constant. Arbitrary symbols or
C variables are rejected.

All WCET values handled by __reel_time_worst_manual are represented in
processor clock cycles.

Listing 5.5: Average Execution Time

1 void __reel_time_average( unsigned long long *var );

__reel_time_average (shown in Listing 5.5) assigns ACET (Average-Case
Execution Time) values to a given TeamPlay variable.

� param[out] var A pointer to a TeamPlay variable to which an ACET
value shall be assigned.

The ACET value assigned to TeamPlay variable var like this always refers
to the Average-Case Execution Time of the immediately next, non-REEL C
statement following a call of the compiler-known function __reel_time_average

(cont.).
Each call of the compiler-known function __reel_time_average is handled

by WCC as follows:

� WCC performs an ACET analysis and determines the ACET for the
associated next non-REEL C statement. According to the command
line arguments with which WCC is invoked, the actual architecture for
which the analyzed ACET values apply is given a priori.

� The call of the compiler-known function __reel_time_average is com-
pletely removed by WCC and gets replaced by a simple assignment
var = val; where val is the value as determined by the previous step.

� The assignment is additionally logged in CSV format for the given
architecture ID for further use by Idris and/or the coordination layer.

__reel_time_average fails with an assertion in any of the following condi-
tions is not met:
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� var must be a pointer to a scalar variable. Pointers to elements of
composed types are rejected.

All ACET values handled by __reel_time_average are represented in pro-
cessor clock cycles.

Listing 5.6: Manual Average Execution Time
1 void __reel_time_average_manual( unsigned long long *var,

2 const unsigned int arch,

3 const unsigned long long dValue);

__reel_time_average_manual (shown in Listing 5.6) assigns ACET (Average-
Case Execution Time) values to a given TeamPlay variable.

� param[out] var A pointer to a TeamPlay variable to which an ACET
value shall be assigned.

� param[in] arch An unsigned integer constant referring to the unique
numerical ID of an architecture for which an ACET value shall be
assigned.

� param[in] dValue An unsigned long long constant representing a user-
provided default ACET value eventually assigned to the speci�ed Team-
Play variable.

The ACET value assigned to TeamPlay variable var like this always refers
to the Average-Case Execution Time of the immediately next, non-REEL C
statement following a call of the compiler-known function __reel_time_average_manual

(cont.).
Each call of the compiler-known function __reel_time_average_manual is

handled by WCC as follows:

� Based on the rules for the con�dence level given above, WCC deter-
mines the ACET for the associated next non-REEL C statement.

� The call of the compiler-known function __reel_time_average_manual is
completely removed by WCC and gets replaced by a simple assignment
var = val; where val is the value as determined by the previous step.

� The assignment is additionally logged in CSV format for the given
architecture ID for further use by Idris and/or the coordination layer.

__reel_time_average_manual fails with an assertion in any of the following
conditions is not met:

� var must be a pointer to a scalar variable. Pointers to elements of
composed types are rejected.
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� Both dValue must be a given numerical constant. Arbitrary symbols or
C variables are rejected.

All ACET values handled by __reel_time_average_manual are represented
in processor clock cycles.

5.3 REEL Energy

Listing 5.7: Average Energy
1 void __reel_energy_average( unsigned long long *var );

__reel_energy_average (shown in Listing 5.7) assigns ACEU (Average-Case
Enery Usage) values to a given TeamPlay variable.

� param[out] var A pointer to a TeamPlay variable to which an ACEU
value shall be assigned.

The ACEU value assigned to TeamPlay variable var like this always refers
to the Average-Case Energy Usage of the immediately next, non-REEL C
statement following a call of the compiler-known function __reel_energy_average

(cont.).
Each call of the compiler-known function __reel_energy_average is handled

by WCC as follows:

� WCC performs an energy analysis and determines the ACEU for the
associated next non-REEL C statement. According to the command
line arguments with which WCC is invoked, the actual architecture for
which the analyzed ACEU values apply is given a priori.

� The call of the compiler-known function __reel_energy_average is com-
pletely removed by WCC and gets replaced by a simple assignment
var = val; where val is the value as determined by the previous step.

� The assignment is additionally logged in CSV format for the given
architecture ID for further use by Idris and/or the coordination layer.

__reel_energy_average fails with an assertion in any of the following con-
ditions is not met:

� var must be a pointer to a scalar variable. Pointers to elements of
composed types are rejected.

All ACEU values handled by __reel_energy_average are represented in
Femtojoules.
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Listing 5.8: Manual Average Energy

1 void __reel_energy_average_manual( unsigned long long *var,

2 const unsigned int arch,

3 const unsigned long long dValue );

__reel_energy_average_manual (shown in Listing 5.8) assigns ACEU (Average-
Case Energy Usage) values to a given TeamPlay variable.

� param[out] var A pointer to a TeamPlay variable to which an ACEU
value shall be assigned.

� param[in] arch An unsigned integer constant refering to the unique
numerical ID of an architecture for which an ACEU value shall be
assigned.

� param[in] dValue An unsigned long long constant representing a user-
provided default ACEU value eventually assigned to the speci�ed Team-
Play variable.

Depending on the given con�dence level, __reel_energy_average_manual as-
signs either the user-provided default value or a value derived by energy
analysis to TeamPlay variable var according to the following rules:

� Otherwise, if the con�dence level is low (i.e., cLevel == false), then al-
ways the value provided by energy analysis is assigned to the TeamPlay
variable.

� Otherwise (i.e., cLevel == true), always the user-provided default value
is assigned to the TeamPlay variable.

The ACEU value assigned to TeamPlay variable var like this always refers
to the Average-Case Energy Usage of the immediately next, non-REEL C
statement following a call of the compiler-known function __reel_energy_average_manual

(cont.).
Each call of the compiler-known function __reel_energy_average_manual is

handled by WCC as follows:

� Based on the rules for the con�dence level given above, WCC deter-
mines the ACEU for the associated next non-REEL C statement.

� The call of the compiler-known function __reel_energy_average_manual is
completely removed by WCC and gets replaced by a simple assignment
var = val; where val is the value as determined by the previous step.

� The assignment is additionally logged in CSV format for the given
architecture ID for further use by Idris and/or the coordination layer.
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__reel_energy_average_manual fails with an assertion in any of the following
conditions is not met:

� var must be a pointer to a scalar variable. Pointers to elements of
composed types are rejected.

� dValue is given as a numerical constant. Arbitrary symbols or C vari-
ables are rejected.

All ACEU values handled by __reel_energy_average_manual are represented
in Femtojoules.

5.4 REEL Assertions

Listing 5.9: REEL Assertions
1 void __reel_assert( _Bool expr );

__reel_assert (shown in Listing 5.9) provides C-level contracts in order
to assert time and energy properties during compile-time.

� param[in] expr A Boolean C expression that shall be asserted.

Expressions to be asserted must adhere to the following rules:

� Asserted expressions must be integer-linear inequations having the
form LHS op RHS, where LHS and RHS are integer-linear terms as speci-
�ed below, and op is a comparison operator from the set <, <=, ==, !=,
>=, > .

� LHS and RHS must be given as:
∑

i x_i * C_i + C_j, where C_i and C_j

are either integer of �oat constant values and x_i are variables.

� The variables x_i must solely be TeamPlay variables previously intro-
duced in some of the REEL assignments __reel_time_worst, __reel_time_average
(cont.) or __reel_energy_average.

As __reel_assert only targets compile-time assertions and never deals
with run-time assertions, __reel_assert is never translated into actual ma-
chine code byWCC. Instead, all calls of the compiler-known function __reel_assert

(cont.) are completely removed from the code during compilation.
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Chapter 6

Evaluation on the BEEBs
Benchmarks

We provide our experimental system setup and describe our evaluation re-
sults.

6.1 Experiment Setup

For our experiements we evaluate across two di�erent machines. The �rst
set of experiments, corryvreckan, are conducted on a server with Intel Xeon
E5-2690 CPU with 28 cores, running at 2.6 Ghz with 256 GB of RAM, with
the Scienti�c Linux 6.2 operating system with gcc 4.8.5 with optimisations
turned o�. The second set of experiments, raspberrypi, are executed on
a Raspberry Pi Model 3 B, Quad-core 1.2Ghz Broadcom BCM2837 64bit
CPU with 1 GB of RAM, with Raspbian GNU Linux (9) and gcc 6.3.0 with
optimisations turned o�.

6.2 The Beebs Benchmarks

For purposes of our evaluation, we use the Beebs benchmarks, which are de-
signed for evaluatingWCET and energy analysis for embedded systems [PHB13b].
In this paper, we chose a subset of the sorting algorithms from Beebs, where
we measured the theoretical worse-case execution time based on the worst-
case complexity of the sorting algorithm. For each sorting algorithm we
annotated the source-code with CSL contructs measuring the average com-
parison time of the sorting algorithm, together with the total sorting time
for the given input. The CSL assertion then asserts that the theoretical
upper-bound (calculated from the average comparison time and the worst-
case complexity) is indeed an upper bound for the given Beebs input data.
In all cases, the contract system veri�es that the worst-case is indeed an
upper bound.
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6.3 Experiments on corryvreckan

Our experiments for corryvreckan are summarised in Figure 6.1. In the �g-
ure, we show for each benchmark, the input size (i.e. the array size) of the
given Beebs benchmark data, the calculated worst-case complexity of the
algorithmn, the average operation (or comparison) time for the algorithm
(measured using monotonic clock time, in milliseconds), the worst-case the-
oretical time, based on the worse-case complexity and the average operation
time, the number of operations performed in the benchmark, and the total
Beebs time. For each benchmark, we show that the worst-case time is an
upper bound on the total runtime. In Figure 6.1(a), we show a summary of
the corryvreckan results as a bar chart. Here, the y-axis is showing a loga-
rithmic scale of milliseconds. The blue bar shows the actual time, and the
red bar shows the theretical worst-case time based on the average operation
time and the worst-case complexity of the algorithm; in all cases the actual
time is below the theoretical worst-case time. In all cases, the actual time
does not exceed the worst-case time. For mergesort-asc and mergesort-equal,
there were 0 operations performed due to the input lists already being sorted;
we include the results here for completeness.

6.4 Experiments on raspberrypi

Our experiments for the raspberry pi proceed in a similar manner to those
shown for corryvreckan, and are given in Figure 6.2. The Raspberry Pi
is a small embedded device, no untypical of the types of devices found in
embedded systems. It allows us to model the benchmarks in an embedded
system, in contrast to the multicore system, corryvreckan, and show the
applicability of the Drive system to an embedded space. The benchmarks
were executed in a similar manner to those for corryvreckan, with the same
data inputs as supplied by the Beebs benchmarks. Again, mergesort-asc and
mergesort-desc have 0 operations, so complete in almost 0 time; we include
their results for completeness. We omit details of dijsktra and select for the
Raspberry Pi due to C library compatability problems. A comparison of the
Beebs actual times (shown in blue) versus the theoretical worst-case time
(shown in red) are given in Figure 6.1(b).
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Chapter 7

Related Work

There is a great deal of work within the programming language community
on the calculation and bounding of resource usage, generally with a focus
on memory usage or worst-case execution time [ÇGA15, WEE+08]. Pro-
gramming language approaches typically seek to allow the programmer to
reason about resources at the type level, inter alia. Approaches include:
the use of abstract interpretation to infer symbolic bounds [GMC09]; the
use of amortised analyses to automatically infer polynomial multivariate
bounds [HAH12]; the use of re�nement types to ensure that successive iter-
ations cost less than previous iterations in incremental computing [ÇGA15];
the use of linear dependent types to bound the number of reductions that may
be applied [LP13]; and, similarly, the use of sized types to analyse space us-
age [CK01, HP99, VH03]. Where these approaches generally operate within
speci�c type systems or languages, applying them to other languages, e.g. C,
would typically be a substantial task. Whilst a model of some program in
the given target language could be constructed, these analyses would result
in an analysis of the model, not the original program. Moreover, as static
approaches, these do not necessarily re�ect actual execution times since ar-
chitectural aspects (e.g. caching) are not modelled within the (type) system.
Conversely, the approach presented here uses concrete resource information
derived from the original program, thereby allowing us to reason about the
original program itself and in a manner that directly and accurately re�ects
resource usage.

Beyond time and space, recent work has exposed the energy consumption
of a program in the form of a function that is parameterised by program ar-
guments [LKS+13, GKCE17]. Security aspects, such as information �ow and
leakage, have also been modelled using type systems [VIS96, CTXL18]. As
additional non-functional properties become of interest, it becomes increas-
ingly relevant to combine or compose said properties when reasoning about
them in the program. To the best of our knowledge, existing approaches
are generally limited to a single resource. The few approaches that do trade
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energy requirements with performance constraints [XLL07, AEJ+11], treat
both properties as a constraint within the compilation/optimisation stage,
and do not allow the programmer to reason about them. Conversely, and
since the approach presented here builds upon, and uses, existing tools, it is
both possible and simple to express assertions about multiple non-functional
properties at the program level.

Measurement and Inference of Resource Usage The approach pre-
sented here is dependent upon other tools, e.g. the WCET-aware C Com-
piler [FL10], in order to provide resource usage values to the model. Un-
surprisingly, the worst-case execution time (WCET) community has been
a signi�cant driver of such tools; a general overview of methods and tools
is provided by Wilhelm et al. [WEE+08]. For example, one of the more
popular methods used for WCET analysis is the Implicit Path Enumeration
Technique, introduced by Li et al. [LM97], which estimates best- and worst-
case times for embedded software without needing to enumerate all possible
control-paths in a program.

Energy usage is of increasing interest due to the prevalence of battery-
powered systems. The measurement of energy usage typically comes in three
forms: i) instruction set models for simple, usually predictable, embedded
architectures [TMW94, KE15]; ii.) hardware performance counter mod-
els that utilise more complex architectures' performance events (e.g. cache
misses and branch miss-predictions) [SB13]; and iii.) the use of linear re-
gression on an amount of empirical data to extract unknown terms that can
be utilised to construct an energy model [NL13].

Regarding security properties, in [DPCL17] the authors used Haskell's
type system to enforce secure information �ow (non-interference [GM82]),
augmented with �exible declassi�cation policies, and secure computation on
untainted data (both veri�ed if the source code compiles), and mandatory
user input validation (veri�ed at runtime). Their lightweight Haskell library
for writing and reading �les ensures that values in sensitive applications come
from a trusted source of input, and provides a simple way for formalizing
declassi�cation policies. But the programmer is forced to validate every
untrusted value and to provide two di�erent paths (whether an error occurs
or not) in the source code, while in our paper we are making no assumption
on the developer behaviour.

FABLE [SCH08] is a core formalism for a programming language in which
programmers can i) de�ne custom security labels and associate them with
the data they protect using dependent types, and ii) de�ne the interpreta-
tion of labels in special enforcement policy functions separated from the rest
of the program. This allows to write programs that enforce a variety of se-
curity policies, not restricted as above to information �ow security policies,
such as access control, static and dynamic information �ow with forms of de-
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classi�cation, provenance tracking and policies based on security automata.
FABLE does not guarantee that a security policy is correctly implemented,
but its design simpli�es proof of this fact.

As shown by both frameworks, in the literature the focus is on commu-
nication security properties like con�dentiality/secrecy [Rya00] or integrity
[CW87] of the data. The security examples, properties and contracts ex-
pressed in this paper are more focused on preventing information leakage
from the computation itself (side-channel attacks and fault injection). Our
approach is more general because it does not rely on particular primitives to
express security properties.

Another general approach is LOCKS [KRS18], which is a generic and
formal Domain Speci�c Language (DSL) that allows a security practitioner
to express and compose (both qualitative and quantitative) security goals
(embracing a wide number of attributes such as cost, damage, probability,
etc.) in a declarative manner. These goals are expressed as queries over
an attack model, the Structural Attack Model (SAM), which is based on
partially ordered sets of successful attacks that dictates which steps needs
to be carried out and in which order, and is used as the semantic model
for LOCKS. These security goals can be compared to the (more accessible)
regular C expressions that we used for the assertions, and thus LOCKS can
be compared to our framework. But they lack an automated tool like Idris
to verify whether these goals are achieved or not.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this deliverable, we have build upon preliminary work in deliverable D1.1
�Report on Code-Level Contracts for Energy, Time and Security� to re�ne
and extend the Contract Speci�cation Language (CSL) framework that al-
lows the capture of energy, time, and security information as �rst-class citi-
zens of the C language, and the ability to reason about such information as
a series of assertions. Assertions are passed to an underlying certi�cate sys-
tem, which guarantees that the assertion can hold (for a given context). We
have re�ned the model design, and showed an example of using the imple-
mentation of Dijkstra's algorithm in the BEEBs benchmarks (Section 2.1).
Relatedly, we have completed and extended the Idris (partial) implementa-
tion of the model from D1.1, additionally allowing the use of logarithms and
exponentiation in assertions (Section 2.2). In order to integrate with other
tools in the TeamPlay toolchain, we have re�ned and extended the CSL anno-
tations, including the introduction of new security and pro�ling annotations
(Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3). In order to aid integration and simultaneously
keep CSL high-level and tool-/compiler-independent, we have introduced
the Resource-usage Estimate Expression Language (REEL) (Chapter 5). Fi-
nally, we have introduced and de�ned the Non-Functional Properties (NFP)
�le to facilitate integration between both coordination and compiler layers;
this represents a re�nement and extension of the CSV format suggested in
D1.1 (Chapter 4).

We plan to continue the work on WP1 in a number of directions, inline
with work package and project objectives. By the release of deliverable D1.3
�Report on Formalization of Energy, Time and Security Properties, including
Final Contract Speci�cation Implementation� (M34), we plan the following:

� We will further explore what can be proved automatically with regards
to non-functional properties of time, energy, and security, and extend
both CSL and the Idris proof engine to support these. This will be
inspired, in part, by the use cases in WP5.
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� An automatic CSL to REEL translation will be developed that in-
cludes the translation, where possible, of CSL assertions into linear
expressions that are supported by WCC.

� We will show a fully worked-out use-case going through the entire
certi�cation system, including linkage between the coordination layer,
WP1 tooling, and AbsInt/WCC tooling.
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Appendix A

Coordination File

1 app FMRadio{

2 deadline 1804289383ms

3 datatypes {

4 float_t float

5 }

6 components {

7 component fm7b_equalizer {

8 inputs: [

9 (a, 6, float_t)

10 ]

11 outputs: [

12 (b, 1, float_t)

13 ]

14 version v1 {

15 security [0,100]

16 }

17 }

18 component fm7b_join2_round_robin__node34 {

19 inputs: [

20 (a, 1, float_t) (b, 1, float_t)

21 ]

22 outputs: [

23 (c, 2, float_t)

24 ]

25 version v1 {

26 security [0,100]

27 }

28 }

29 component fm7b_split2_duplicate__node31 {

30 inputs: [

31 (a, 1, float_t)

32 ]

33 outputs: [

34 (b, 1, float_t) (c, 1, float_t)

35 ]

36 version v1 {

37 security [0,100]
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38 }

39 }

40 component fm7b_join2_round_robin__node28 {

41 inputs: [

42 (a, 1, float_t) (b, 1, float_t)

43 ]

44 outputs: [

45 (c, 2, float_t)

46 ]

47 version v1 {

48 security [0,100]

49 }

50 }

51 component fm7b_split2_duplicate__node25 {

52 inputs: [

53 (a, 1, float_t)

54 ]

55 outputs: [

56 (b, 1, float_t) (c, 1, float_t)

57 ]

58 version v1 {

59 security [0,100]

60 }

61 }

62 component fm7b_join2_round_robin__node22 {

63 inputs: [

64 (a, 1, float_t) (b, 1, float_t)

65 ]

66 outputs: [

67 (c, 2, float_t)

68 ]

69 version v1 {

70 security [0,100]

71 }

72 }

73 component fm7b_split2_duplicate__node19 {

74 inputs: [

75 (a, 1, float_t)

76 ]

77 outputs: [

78 (b, 1, float_t) (c, 1, float_t)

79 ]

80 version v1 {

81 security [0,100]

82 }

83 }

84 component fm7b_join2_round_robin__node16 {

85 inputs: [

86 (a, 1, float_t) (b, 1, float_t)

87 ]

88 outputs: [

89 (c, 2, float_t)

90 ]

91 version v1 {
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92 security [0,100]

93 }

94 }

95 component fm7b_split2_duplicate__node13 {

96 inputs: [

97 (a, 1, float_t)

98 ]

99 outputs: [

100 (b, 1, float_t) (c, 1, float_t)

101 ]

102 version v1 {

103 security [0,100]

104 }

105 }

106 component fm7b_join2_round_robin__node10 {

107 inputs: [

108 (a, 1, float_t) (b, 1, float_t)

109 ]

110 outputs: [

111 (c, 2, float_t)

112 ]

113 version v1 {

114 security [0,100]

115 }

116 }

117 component fm7b_split2_duplicate__node7 {

118 inputs: [

119 (a, 1, float_t)

120 ]

121 outputs: [

122 (b, 1, float_t) (c, 1, float_t)

123 ]

124 version v1 {

125 security [0,100]

126 }

127 }

128 component fm7b_join2_round_robin__node4 {

129 inputs: [

130 (a, 1, float_t) (b, 1, float_t)

131 ]

132 outputs: [

133 (c, 2, float_t)

134 ]

135 version v1 {

136 security [0,100]

137 }

138 }

139 component fm7b_split2_duplicate__node1 {

140 inputs: [

141 (a, 1, float_t)

142 ]

143 outputs: [

144 (b, 1, float_t) (c, 1, float_t)

145 ]
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146 version v1 {

147 security [0,100]

148 }

149 }

150 component fm7b_join1_round_robin {

151 inputs: [

152 (a, 1, float_t) (b, 1, float_t) (c, 1, float_t) (d, 1, float_t) (e, 1,

(cont.)float_t) (f, 1, float_t)

153 ]

154 outputs: [

155 (g, 6, float_t)

156 ]

157 version v1 {

158 security [0,100]

159 }

160 }

161 component fm7b_split1_duplicate {

162 inputs: [

163 (a, 1, float_t)

164 ]

165 outputs: [

166 (b, 1, float_t) (c, 1, float_t) (d, 1, float_t) (e, 1, float_t) (f, 1,

(cont.)float_t) (g, 1, float_t)

167 ]

168 version v1 {

169 security [0,100]

170 }

171 }

172 component fm7b_fmdemodulator {

173 inputs: [

174 (a, 1, float_t)

175 ]

176 outputs: [

177 (b, 1, float_t)

178 ]

179 version v1 {

180 security [0,100]

181 }

182 }

183 component fm7b_float_one_source {

184 inputs: []

185 outputs: [

186 (a, 5, float_t)

187 ]

188 version v1 {

189 security [0,100]

190 }

191 }

192 component fm7b_float_printer {

193 inputs: [

194 (a, 1, float_t)

195 ]

196 outputs: []

197 version v1 {
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198 security [0,100]

199 }

200 }

201 component fm7b_amplify__node36 {

202 inputs: [

203 (a, 1, float_t)

204 ]

205 outputs: [

206 (b, 1, float_t)

207 ]

208 version v1 {

209 security [0,100]

210 }

211 }

212 component fm7b_amplify__node30 {

213 inputs: [

214 (a, 1, float_t)

215 ]

216 outputs: [

217 (b, 1, float_t)

218 ]

219 version v1 {

220 security [0,100]

221 }

222 }

223 component fm7b_amplify__node24 {

224 inputs: [

225 (a, 1, float_t)

226 ]

227 outputs: [

228 (b, 1, float_t)

229 ]

230 version v1 {

231 security [0,100]

232 }

233 }

234 component fm7b_amplify__node18 {

235 inputs: [

236 (a, 1, float_t)

237 ]

238 outputs: [

239 (b, 1, float_t)

240 ]

241 version v1 {

242 security [0,100]

243 }

244 }

245 component fm7b_amplify__node12 {

246 inputs: [

247 (a, 1, float_t)

248 ]

249 outputs: [

250 (b, 1, float_t)

251 ]
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252 version v1 {

253 security [0,100]

254 }

255 }

256 component fm7b_amplify__node6 {

257 inputs: [

258 (a, 1, float_t)

259 ]

260 outputs: [

261 (b, 1, float_t)

262 ]

263 version v1 {

264 security [0,100]

265 }

266 }

267 component fm7b_lowpass_filter__node33 {

268 inputs: [

269 (a, 1, float_t)

270 ]

271 outputs: [

272 (b, 1, float_t)

273 ]

274 version v1 {

275 security [0,100]

276 }

277 }

278 component fm7b_lowpass_filter__node32 {

279 inputs: [

280 (a, 1, float_t)

281 ]

282 outputs: [

283 (b, 1, float_t)

284 ]

285 version v1 {

286 security [0,100]

287 }

288 }

289 component fm7b_lowpass_filter__node27 {

290 inputs: [

291 (a, 1, float_t)

292 ]

293 outputs: [

294 (b, 1, float_t)

295 ]

296 version v1 {

297 security [0,100]

298 }

299 }

300 component fm7b_lowpass_filter__node26 {

301 inputs: [

302 (a, 1, float_t)

303 ]

304 outputs: [

305 (b, 1, float_t)
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306 ]

307 version v1 {

308 security [0,100]

309 }

310 }

311 component fm7b_lowpass_filter__node21 {

312 inputs: [

313 (a, 1, float_t)

314 ]

315 outputs: [

316 (b, 1, float_t)

317 ]

318 version v1 {

319 security [0,100]

320 }

321 }

322 component fm7b_lowpass_filter__node20 {

323 inputs: [

324 (a, 1, float_t)

325 ]

326 outputs: [

327 (b, 1, float_t)

328 ]

329 version v1 {

330 security [0,100]

331 }

332 }

333 component fm7b_lowpass_filter__node15 {

334 inputs: [

335 (a, 1, float_t)

336 ]

337 outputs: [

338 (b, 1, float_t)

339 ]

340 version v1 {

341 security [0,100]

342 }

343 }

344 component fm7b_lowpass_filter__node14 {

345 inputs: [

346 (a, 1, float_t)

347 ]

348 outputs: [

349 (b, 1, float_t)

350 ]

351 version v1 {

352 security [0,100]

353 }

354 }

355 component fm7b_lowpass_filter__node9 {

356 inputs: [

357 (a, 1, float_t)

358 ]

359 outputs: [
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360 (b, 1, float_t)

361 ]

362 version v1 {

363 security [0,100]

364 }

365 }

366 component fm7b_lowpass_filter__node8 {

367 inputs: [

368 (a, 1, float_t)

369 ]

370 outputs: [

371 (b, 1, float_t)

372 ]

373 version v1 {

374 security [0,100]

375 }

376 }

377 component fm7b_lowpass_filter__node3 {

378 inputs: [

379 (a, 1, float_t)

380 ]

381 outputs: [

382 (b, 1, float_t)

383 ]

384 version v1 {

385 security [0,100]

386 }

387 }

388 component fm7b_lowpass_filter__node2 {

389 inputs: [

390 (a, 1, float_t)

391 ]

392 outputs: [

393 (b, 1, float_t)

394 ]

395 version v1 {

396 security [0,100]

397 }

398 }

399 component fm7b_low_pass_filter_4samp {

400 inputs: [

401 (a, 5, float_t)

402 ]

403 outputs: [

404 (b, 1, float_t)

405 ]

406 version v1 {

407 security [0,100]

408 }

409 }

410 component fm7b_subtracter__node35 {

411 inputs: [

412 (a, 2, float_t)

413 ]
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414 outputs: [

415 (b, 1, float_t)

416 ]

417 version v1 {

418 security [0,100]

419 }

420 }

421 component fm7b_subtracter__node29 {

422 inputs: [

423 (a, 2, float_t)

424 ]

425 outputs: [

426 (b, 1, float_t)

427 ]

428 version v1 {

429 security [0,100]

430 }

431 }

432 component fm7b_subtracter__node23 {

433 inputs: [

434 (a, 2, float_t)

435 ]

436 outputs: [

437 (b, 1, float_t)

438 ]

439 version v1 {

440 security [0,100]

441 }

442 }

443 component fm7b_subtracter__node17 {

444 inputs: [

445 (a, 2, float_t)

446 ]

447 outputs: [

448 (b, 1, float_t)

449 ]

450 version v1 {

451 security [0,100]

452 }

453 }

454 component fm7b_subtracter__node11 {

455 inputs: [

456 (a, 2, float_t)

457 ]

458 outputs: [

459 (b, 1, float_t)

460 ]

461 version v1 {

462 security [0,100]

463 }

464 }

465 component fm7b_subtracter__node5 {

466 inputs: [

467 (a, 2, float_t)
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468 ]

469 outputs: [

470 (b, 1, float_t)

471 ]

472 version v1 {

473 security [0,100]

474 }

475 }

476 }

477 edges {

478 fm7b_join1_round_robin.g -> fm7b_equalizer.a

479 fm7b_equalizer.b -> fm7b_float_printer.a

480 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node33.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node34.a

481 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node32.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node34.b

482 fm7b_join2_round_robin__node34.c -> fm7b_subtracter__node35.a

483 fm7b_split1_duplicate.b -> fm7b_split2_duplicate__node31.a

484 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node31.b -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node33.a

485 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node31.c -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node32.a

486 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node27.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node28.a

487 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node26.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node28.b

488 fm7b_join2_round_robin__node28.c -> fm7b_subtracter__node29.a

489 fm7b_split1_duplicate.c -> fm7b_split2_duplicate__node25.a

490 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node25.b -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node27.a

491 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node25.c -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node26.a

492 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node21.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node22.a

493 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node20.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node22.b

494 fm7b_join2_round_robin__node22.c -> fm7b_subtracter__node23.a

495 fm7b_split1_duplicate.d -> fm7b_split2_duplicate__node19.a

496 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node19.b -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node21.a

497 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node19.c -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node20.a

498 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node15.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node16.a

499 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node14.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node16.b

500 fm7b_join2_round_robin__node16.c -> fm7b_subtracter__node17.a

501 fm7b_split1_duplicate.e -> fm7b_split2_duplicate__node13.a

502 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node13.b -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node15.a

503 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node13.c -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node14.a

504 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node9.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node10.a

505 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node8.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node10.b

506 fm7b_join2_round_robin__node10.c -> fm7b_subtracter__node11.a

507 fm7b_split1_duplicate.f -> fm7b_split2_duplicate__node7.a

508 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node7.b -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node9.a

509 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node7.c -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node8.a

510 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node3.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node4.a

511 fm7b_lowpass_filter__node2.b -> fm7b_join2_round_robin__node4.b

512 fm7b_join2_round_robin__node4.c -> fm7b_subtracter__node5.a

513 fm7b_split1_duplicate.g -> fm7b_split2_duplicate__node1.a

514 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node1.b -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node3.a

515 fm7b_split2_duplicate__node1.c -> fm7b_lowpass_filter__node2.a

516 fm7b_amplify__node36.b -> fm7b_join1_round_robin.a

517 fm7b_amplify__node30.b -> fm7b_join1_round_robin.b

518 fm7b_amplify__node24.b -> fm7b_join1_round_robin.c

519 fm7b_amplify__node18.b -> fm7b_join1_round_robin.d

520 fm7b_amplify__node12.b -> fm7b_join1_round_robin.e

521 fm7b_amplify__node6.b -> fm7b_join1_round_robin.f
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522 fm7b_fmdemodulator.b -> fm7b_split1_duplicate.a

523 fm7b_low_pass_filter_4samp.b -> fm7b_fmdemodulator.a

524 fm7b_float_one_source.a -> fm7b_low_pass_filter_4samp.a

525 fm7b_subtracter__node35.b -> fm7b_amplify__node36.a

526 fm7b_subtracter__node29.b -> fm7b_amplify__node30.a

527 fm7b_subtracter__node23.b -> fm7b_amplify__node24.a

528 fm7b_subtracter__node17.b -> fm7b_amplify__node18.a

529 fm7b_subtracter__node11.b -> fm7b_amplify__node12.a

530 fm7b_subtracter__node5.b -> fm7b_amplify__node6.a

531 }

532 }
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